CSC207.01 2013F, Class 36: Pause for Breath: Linear Structures

Overview

- Admin.
- Finish the queues lab.
- Continue the stacks lab.

Admin

- HW 9 is now ready.
- Friday: Sorting
- Lea is off interviewing at some bastion of evil. No mentor session tonight.
- AA and JGS have asked for a few minutes to suggest a project.
- None of my colleagues have a name for the wrapper pattern (other than "wrapper", which is not official)
  - We all agree that it is a Delegation pattern
  - It’s somewhat like a "Decorator" pattern, but not quite
- Upcoming extra credit opportunities:
  - A few Grinnell Prize events left
  - Learning from Alumni, Thursday: Shitanshu Aggarwal ’11
  - CS Extra, Thursday: Internships
  - Town Hall, Wednesday, November 13, noon or 7:30 p.m.
  - Digital Commons talk Monday, November 19, 7:00 p.m. or so

Finish the queues lab

- First observation: The back method is broken.
- Second observation: The back method and the get method need to wrap around.
- Zeroth observation: Sam is clearly old. (Doesn’t anyone know who is in the Kinks?)

Continue the stacks lab
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